
 
 

 
 

Congratulations on your purchase of the 2003 mdl. 
Fulltone Fat-BoostTM  

 
This Class-A, FET (Field-Effect-Transistor) driven circuit offers up to 30dB of Clean Boost without 
changing your signature sound....with the added option to fatten/distort your tone, brighten up the sound, 
and add even order harmonics! It has True-Bypass switching with a special 180 degree?Lens cover that 
permits easy viewing from most any angle!  
FET’s behave like Tubes when used properly in a circuit. They “clip” (distort) in a pleasing way instead of 
being buzzy or spiky sounding and can also add a subtle compression to the signal which evens out the 
volume, making your recordings and live performances come across better. 
The Fat-Boost works great in front of vintage amps to goose them into submission, as well as through 
Master-Volume amps to drive them much harder than possible with just the guitar alone. The Fat-boost is 
great on Bass guitars, great on Acoustic Guitar Pickups, and is the best thing you could put at the end of 
a pedalboard effects chain to completely eliminate the tone loss caused by long guitar cable runs....feel 
free to use 30’ or more cable lengths! 
The Fat-Boost gives you the feeling that your amp is Cranked at living room volumes so Clean playing is 
more dynamic and notes hold on longer without being distorted!  
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Features: 
 
Drive:    This 11 position (detented) potentiometer adjusts the Bias of the FET’s....treat this like a Preamp 
Volume knob on a Master-Volume tube amplifier. You may hear a little scraping noise when you turn this 
knob....that’s ok, it’s just the sound of the FET’s rebiasing and NOT a noise problem at all.  
Setting this Pot lower by turning the knob CCW (counter clockwise) yields very neutral, honest tones and 
very little thickening of the original notes. 
Setting this Pot higher by turning the knob CW gently clips the FET’s (like cranking the output of a tube 
amp) and adds fatness, even order harmonics, and a little more Treble. (hi-end frequencies) You will 
achieve more overall volume at higher Drive knob settings. 
Tone:    This is a passive high-end (Treble) roll-off in case you want to “Brown” up 
the sound. Full CW takes the tone control out of the circuit, turning it CCW will attenuate the 
Treble....neutral really depends on many factors including Drive knob setting and Amp volume & 
settings. I find 12 O’clock to be good setting most of the time. 
 
Volume: This knob determines the amount of signal that exits the pedal. 
 
Sample settings:           Clean Boost      Drive= 11 O’clock 
                                                                 Volume= 1-5 O’clock 
                                                                 Tone=   12 O’clock 
 
                          Tube amp Overdrive     Drive =Full CW 
                                                                 Volume=10-12 O’clock 
                                                                 Tone= ’O’clock 
Warranty: 
Fulltone products carry a 5 year warranty to the original owner with proof of purchase. The Warranty covers damage by our errors 
only, and not any mod or repair done by anyone other than Fulltone without prior written consent! Footswitches are warranted for 5 
year, and batteries are not covered. Customer pays shipping in advance, and all warranty work must be preceded by a phone call 
for scheduling and you must use our Return Authorization Form (RA Form) available via email or fax. Fulltone Musical Products Inc. is 
not responsible for injuries incurred while using our products nor any damage to other items related or non related to the use of our 
products 

 
DC Power OptionsYou may run this pedal on the (supplied) 9 volt battery OR on ANY voltage 

between 9 and 18 Volts DC as long as the adapter is (standard)  2.1mm size with Center-Pin/ 
Negative...You'll be amazed at the sonic differences; The higher the voltage, the cleaner, louder, and more 
dynamic the sound. Warning! Warranty is voided if any damage occurs due to your use of anything but 

a standard 9 volt DC/ Negative Center Pin configured adapter (our FPS-1 is a great one!) 
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